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Abstract

We propose a new method of recommending questions to
answerers so as to suit the answerers’ knowledge and inter-
ests in User-Interactive Question Answering (QA) commu-
nities. A question recommender can help answerers select
the questions that interest them. This increases the number
of answers, which will activate QA communities. An ef-
fective question recommender should satisfy the following
three requirements: First, its accuracy should be higher than
the existing category-based approach; more than 50% of an-
swerers select the questions to answer according a fixed sys-
tem of categories. Second, it should be able to recommend
unanswered questions because more than 2,000 questions are
posted every day. Third, it should be able to support even
those people who have never answered a question previously,
because more than 50% of users in current QA communities
have never given any answer. To achieve an effective ques-
tion recommender, we use question histories as well as the
answer histories of each user by combining collaborative fil-
tering schemes and content-base filtering schemes. Experi-
ments on real log data sets of a famous Japanese QA commu-
nity, Oshiete goo, show that our recommender satisfies the
three requirements.

Introduction

User-interactive question answering (QA) communities,
such as Oshiete goo1 (OG) or Yahoo Answers, are gather-
ing more and more attention. For example, more than 2,000
questions are posted every day in one of the most popular
Japanese QA communities, OG. Other users solve posted
questions by giving answers. Of course, the answers of each
question can be reused by other users who have similar ques-
tions. In this way, QA communities enable us to share our
knowledge. It is easy to extract latent needs from the text
of questions and answers posted in QA communities, and
thus provide effective advertisements that target the needs.
This has made web service providers pay attention to the
QA communities.

How satisfied are questioners with the answers provided
by current QA communities? To answer this query we sub-
mitted a questionnaire to over 2,000 QA users about their
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use of QA communities. According to the results of the
questionnaire, more than 90% of respondents were dissat-
isfied with the answers. The questionnaire also identified
that answer quality is poor for about 50% of the dissatisfied
questioners while answer quantity was perceived as by 25%
of the dissatisfied questioners.

To overcome this dissatisfaction, we propose a method
that can recommend particular questions to particular QA
users. This question recommender reduces the time wasted
by waiting for answerers to find suitable questions. If QA
users could find the questions that suited them more effi-
ciently, their motivation would be increased, and finally they
would post more answers. Therefore, the number and qual-
ity of answers would both be enhanced.

Our questionnaire also showed that more than 80 % of
respondents indicated that they would tackle questions that
suited their knowledge and interests. In the QA system ex-
amined, each question is assigned to one category depending
on its content (e.g., the question of “how to cook oatmeal”
belongs to the “cooking” category). About 50% of the re-
spondents used category information in selecting questions
to tackle.

This approach is, however, rather impractical due to the
enormous number of categories and the enormous number
of questions posted in each category. Moreover, there are
many categories that are similar to each other, which makes
it difficult for questioners to select the most suitable category
for their question. For example, a question about museums
in New York should be posted in the “art” category or the
“New York” category? If the question is posted in the former
category, suitable answerers may miss the question if they
restrict themselves to the latter category. This suggests the
loss of latent answers.

To solve this problem, we propose a method that recom-
mends to answerers those questions that are most relevant
to the answerers’ knowledge and interests; it is superior to
the current category-based approach. Effective question rec-
ommenders must, however, meet several requirements other
than high prediction accuracy. First, the effective question
recommender is required to have the capability to recom-
mend suitable questions to the users even who have not
posted any answers previously: in OG, more than 60% of
users have posted a question, but not an answer. Next, the
recommender is also required to have the capability to rec-
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Table 1: Notation
Variable Description
Q Question set
W Word set
q Question

q = {qw}
|W |
w=1 Keyword vector representation of q

Uq User set answering q
u User

QA
u Question set questioned by u

(u’s question histories)

QR
u Question set answered by u

(u’s answer histories)

θA
u = {θA

uw}
|W |
w=1 Keyword vector representation of

u’s question histories

θR
u = {θR

uw}
|W |
w=1 Keyword vector representation of

u’s answer histories
r Whether a user answers a question
a Whether a user posts a question
cq Category of q
f Feature
F Feature set

ommend even unanswered questions: in QA communities,
more than 2,000 questions a day are posted, and such newly
posted questions do not have any answers.

To achieve the question recommender that satisfies these
requirements, we propose a method by combining collabo-
rative filtering schemes and content-base filtering schemes.
The collaborative filtering schemes are expected to yield
high recommendation accuracy regardless of the questions
content. On the other hand, the content-base filtering
schemes are expected to yield the capability to recommend
unanswered questions and to recommend to users who have
never answered a question previously.

Proposed Method

We propose here a question recommender system (QR) as
a function that supports answerers by finding questions that
are relevant to their knowledge and interests. QR provides
top-n questions ranked according to the relevancy between
the answerer and each unanswered question.

Effective QR satisfies the following three requirements:

1. Higher relevancy than the existing category function.

2. Activating users who have never answered any question:
whereas 253,072 users have given at least one answer,
327,669 users have never given anyanswer (but they have
posted questions) in OG as of June, 2009.

3. Solution of unanswered questions.

We now describe the variables used in this section; they
are described in Table 1. We exploit the tf-idf scheme to
represent a question as a keyword vector (The document set
for calculating idf values is Q).

Logistic Regression Model

Jin et al. (Jin, Zhou, and Mobasher 2005) showed through
experiments that the accuracy of the logistic regression
model (maximum entropy model) is high for general rec-
ommendations. Hence, we consider the logistic regression
model to also be efficient in the question recommendation
problem. When the logistic regression model is applied to
our problem, the probability of user u answering question q
can be modeled as follows:

P (r = 1|u, q) =
1

1 + exp(−
∑

f∈F λfPf (r = 1|u, q) − λ0)
,

(1)
where λ = {λf}f∈F are unknown parameters.

We can obtain a global optimum solution for the unknown
parameters λ by maximizing the following logarithmic pos-
teriori against training data sets X using optimization tech-
niques such as the quasi-Newton methods.

log(P (λ|X)) ∝ log(P (λ)P (X |λ))

∝ −η||λ||2 +
∑

u

∑

q

ruqlog(P (r = 1|u, q))

+
∑

u

∑

q

(1 − ruq)log(1 − P (r = 1|u, q)),

(2)

where we assume that a prior P (λ) follows a Gaussian dis-
tribution with hyperparameter η.

Features

We employ six features as follows:

1. Probability to answer any questions in a category
Filtering questions against existing categories can be re-
garded as filtering questions by the probability of an an-
swer existing in the category to which each question be-
longs.

PCategoryA(r = 1|u, q) = P (r = 1|u, cq). (3)

2. User-based collaborative filtering
This scheme is exploited by the recommender system
called “Grouplens” proposed by (Resnick et al. 1994).
This scheme has the advantage of yielding recommenda-
tions with high prediction accuracy regardless of question
content information (this explains of why we adopt this
scheme).

PUserCF(r = 1|u, q) =
1

|Uq|

∑

u′∈Uq

cos(QR
u , QR

u′), (4)

where cos means cosine similarity.

3. Item-based collaborative filtering
The recommendation scheme proposed by (Sarwar et al.
2001) offers reasonable computation cost and adequate
prediction accuracy.

PItemCF(r = 1|u, q) =
1

|QR
u |

∑

q′∈QR
u

cos(Uq, Uq′). (5)

This scheme also has the advantage of not utilizing ques-
tion content information.
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4. Content-base filtering using answer histories
This recommendation scheme was proposed by (Mooney
and Roy 2000). We exploit the term weight (tf-idf value)
of each word in the question as the content information.
This scheme has, unlike collaborative filtering schemes,
the ability to recommend (process) unanswered questions.

PContentA(r = 1|u, q) = cos(q, θR
u ). (6)

5. Content-base filtering using question histories
We consider that the knowledge and interests of a user
can be estimated from the term weight of each word in
the user’s questions. The advantage of using question his-
tories is that, unlike existing recommendation schemes, it
makes it possible to recommend questions to users who
have not answered any question up to now.

PContentQ(r = 1|u, q) = cos(q, θA
u ). (7)

6. Probability of posting a question in a category
We also exploit the category information of a user’s ques-
tion history as well as term weights.

PCategoryQ(r = 1|u, q) = P (a = 1|u, cq). (8)

Experiments

A question that a user has actually answered can be regarded
as a question that is relevant to the user’s knowledge and
interests; this is confirmed by the questionnaire results re-
ported in Subsection 2.3. We evaluate our method described
in Section 3 in terms of its ability to predict which question
a user will answer.

Datasets

Our data is based on a snapshot of a Japanese famous QA
community site, Oshiete goo, crawled in the period between
May 22nd, 2009 and May 31st, 2009. We exploited all of
the 24,272 questions in the snapshot above, all of the 53,354
answers, and all of the 5,559 answerers (users who gave least
two answers in the period or gave least one question and one
answer).

Evaluation Metric

We determined the accuracy of predicting which question
each user will answer from the top-n accuracy. The pro-
cedure used to determine the top-n accuracy is as follows:
First, the most recent question of those answered by user u
is regarded as test data q̄u for user u. Questions older than
q̄u are regarded as training data for u. Next, relevancy of
u against q̄u and each of the questions which u did not an-
swer is calculated using recommendation methods. When
q̄u is included in the n most relevant questions to u, the cor-
rect questions are considered to have been recommended to
u. The top-n accuracy is given by the fraction of users to
which correct questions are recommended.

Methods Compared

The baselines are recommenders that use single features. We
now describe our method and the baselines:
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Figure 1: Top-n accuracies

• OurMethod. The hyperparameter used to estimate weight
parameters in the logistic regression model is decided in
the following manner: First, we set 10 candidates for hy-
perparameter η {10−5, 10−4, . . . , 104}. Next, we calcu-
late top-n accuracy where the test data for each user is
taken to be the second-most recent question answered by
each user under the condition that hyperparameter η is set
to each candidate. Hyperparameter η is set to 10−2 since
this maximizes the top-n accuracy.

• CategoryA. The recommender system uses the probability
of each user being able to answer a question in each cat-
egory. This method can be regarded as the existing cate-
gory. Hence, comparing OurMethod against this baseline
is very important.

• UserCF, ItemCF, ContentA, ContentQ, and CategoryQ:
Each recommender system using a single feature.

Results

Top-n accuracy scores of each method are shown in Figure
1. The error bars of OurMethod line indicate the 99% con-
fidence intervals of plots. First, we conducted a χ2 test to
determine if the difference between the top-n accuracy of
OurMethod and that of CategoryA is significant. We now
make null hypothesis H0: the top-n accuracy scores of the
two methods are not different from each other (and con-
verse hypothesis H1: their top-n accuracy scores are dif-
ferent from each other). The test rejects the null hypothesis
with significance level of 0.01 for ∀n ∈ [1, 10].

Consideration

The top-n accuracy of our method is higher than that of
probability of answering in each category at the significance
level of 0.01; therefore, OurMethod can pair answerers with
more suitable questions than is possible withthe existing cat-
egory approach.

The weights of schemes using answer histories are higher
than those of schemes using question histories. The number
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Figure 2: Top-n accuracy scores for users who have never
answered

of a user’s positive examples, used to estimate weight pa-
rameters, is equal to the number of questions that the user
answered. Hence, the mote items the user’s answer history
contains, the more influence the user has on the estimation
of weight parameters. This explains why answer histories
are more efficient than question histories in recommending
suitable questions to users who have answered many ques-
tions.

The lower weights of schemes that use question histories
seems to suggest a fault with our method; suitable ques-
tions cannot be recommended to users who have only en-
tered questions. That OurMethod can recommend questions
to these users is validated in the analysis reported in Section
5.

Analysis
We consider that question recommender systems have sev-
eral requirements other than high prediction accuracy. We
now describe the requirements as follows:

• Questions should be recommended to users even if they
have never answered a question before.

• Unanswered questions should be recommended.

We analyzed OurMethod in terms of these requirements
above in this section.

Accuracy Scores for Questioners

First, we validate whether OurMethod is efficient regard-
less of the frequency of answering. Top-n accuracy scores
for 829 users who have never answered but questioned are
shown in Figure 2. The experimental result shows that our
method is not efficient for such questioners. This weakness
is caused by paucity of useful information contained within
question histories.

Accuracy Scores for Unanswered Questions

Next, we confirmed whether OurMethod can efficiently han-
dle unanswered questions. Top-n accuracy scores for 719
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Figure 3: Top-3 accuracy scores versus number of questions
answered

users whose test data is not unanswered by other users are
shown in Figure 2. The result shows that OurMethod is effi-
cient to recommend even unanswered questions. The recom-
menders that use content information in questions, such as
CategoryA or ContentA, is trivially efficient against unan-
swered questions. On the contrary, recommenders based
on collaborative filtering are not efficient since unanswered
questions provide no useful information (this is called the
“Cold-Start” problem).
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